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Chapter 3 – Visiting Hours 

  
“Do you think he'll be surprised to see us?” 
“Are you kidding? Mom for sure told him we were coming.” 
“No way, I asked her not to tell.” 
 
Though twins, Hope and Faith barely even looked like sisters. Hope was mostly to blame, having cut, 
bleached and highlighted her hair with pink. The nose piercing and flawless tan also contributed to 
making her sister look homely in comparison, which suited Faith just fine. Walking side by side in the 
hospital hallways, the siblings were ashamed of each other’s choice of clothing as usual. Faith came 
straight from work and still had her cashier uniform on. Hope would not be caught dead wearing that 
unflattering outfit and dorky necktie outside of the grocery store. Even at work, she would pop as many 
buttons from the powder blue shirt and navy-blue waistcoat as she could get away with, which was a lot 
of them if Linda wasn’t supervising that weekend.  
 
While they both worked at the same place, ‘work’ was a word more suited to describe what the 
brunette sister did there more than the blonde. Faith could go through five customers by the time Hope 
scanned five items. And that was while answering her sister’s questions about produce codes. If one of 
the cute bag boys was assigned to Hope’s cash, then the customer was expected to wait for her to finish 
telling the young man about her latest club escapades. 
 
Faith was embarrassed by her sister’s outfit, in turn, because she did not think it was appropriate to 
wear booty short shorts and a thin, form-fitting tank top, in which her D-cup breast bounced freely, 
while visiting your sick brother at the hospital. Hope just had to be the center of attention and, once 
again, even in this environment of suffering patients and consummate professionals, it was working. 
Faith was turning red from seeing men break their necks as they walked past, even knowing she was not 
the one they would fantasize about later. She was practically invisible when standing next to her sister. 
 
There had been three times, since puberty wedged them apart, when Faith had been confused with her 
sister because she was wearing a hat, or too much alcohol was involved. One bullish gentleman asked 
her for his daily blowjob. Another casually grabbed a boob and commented on the unusual presence of 
a bra. One ran a hand under her skirt all the way up her thighs and commented on the unusual presence 
of underwear. Three different men in three different places (work, school, and family BBQ, respectively), 
and all three were deeply apologetic once they realized she wasn't Hope. It was still traumatic to know 
you were always constantly one minor mix-up away from getting groped. Faith never wore a skirt above 
the knee since that third time and tried to avoid being near Uncle Pete in general.   
 
The worst part of being Hope’s sister was sharing a bedroom with her. That meant having to listen to 
her have sex from 2 meters away with the semi-weekly boyfriend that snuck into their room, and 
sometimes his friends too if she liked the guy enough. Whenever one of the night-time visitors tried to 



hit on the shy sister minding her own business, Hope would make it very clear they should leave Faith 
the fuck alone under penalty of withholding sex. One time, when a boy joked about being almost as big 
as their brother or something stupid like that, Hope kicked his naked ass to the curve mid-blowjob. 
These little moments made Faith respect her slutty sister. If Hope was a slut, and she was, Faith was at 
the other end of the spectrum, which made her sexually repressed. How could they judge each other’s 
coping mechanism for growing up with an absentee father and a brother with SGH? 
 
 
 
At the hospital’s information desk, they tried every which way to ask where they kept patients treated 
for “SGH?” “Seminal Glandular Hyperactivity?” “Penile Intumescentia?” They were getting only head 
shakes, pursed lips and shoulder shrugs in return. “The big dicks,” Hope finally blurted. She hated being 
forced to boil down her brother’s condition to its caricature.   
 
“Oh OK, you want Ward D,” he casually answered.  
 
“You work in a fucking hospital! Maybe learn a couple of the big words one day, huh?!” Hope had to be 
dragged away from the desk by her equally outraged but more level-headed sister. They probably had 
grounds to ask the sexpot to leave just from her distracting accoutrement; causing a scene on top of it 
was a bad idea.    
 
 
 
It felt like they were the only visitors Ward D had ever seen. There was no receptionist, no patient list. 
When trying to find out which of the four curtains their brother’s trial group was behind, they were 
ignored by any of the young nurses crossing the room in a hurry. 
 
“This is stupid. Let’s just try one,” Hope decided, this time being the one pulling her sister by the hand. 
 
A random set of curtains was opened then closed immediately. It didn’t matter; the image was already 
seared into the twins’ minds and would forever haunt their dreams. A ponytailed, platinum blonde 
nurse had the shirt of her scrubs over a patient’s aberrant penis, sticking out of his hospital gown. He 
had a tight grip with his thumb and index on each of her nipples or rather nipple area, which he was 
using to control the motion of the breasts rubbing his member. The tip was protruding out of the girl’s 
ample cleavage, covered in slimy white fluid, that must have dripped there from her face, because that 
face… was just completely caked in semen with rivulets of running mascara. It was as if a full liter of cum 
was sprayed onto it before the busty nurse managed to secure her lips around the enormous glans and 
contain the geyser. You could still hear her gulp down that jizz from behind the curtain like the tell-tale 
beating of a hideous heart.  
 
“Brooklyn, take that blood pressure! Can’t you multitask, you useless bimbo?” That commanding voice 
from behind the curtains startled both girls out of their trance and made them back up to a safe 
distance. Before they had time to think of another plan, a nurse with dirty blonde hair in a messy bun 
stormed out of an adjacent room and Faith caught a flash of their dear brother through the curtain’s 
wave. That room had a less horrific first impression, but there was still a girl, brunette this time, sucking 
an older gentlemen’s dick in the far corner.  
 
 



“Hey, guys! I’m so happy to see you.” 
 
“Are you surprised?” Faith asked her brother Jacob. 
 
“Well, mom called me to say you were coming. She wanted to make sure I was… decent. Haha.” 
 
Hope gave Faith an I-told-you-so look then asked: “So how are you feeling, big bro?” 
 
Jacob’s face changed like he was no longer able to keep forcing a smile. “It’s bad, guys. I don’t know 
what they have me on today but it’s much worse. And my nurse just left, there’s only this trainee over 
there who takes forever and…” he lowered his voice “I can’t… go from just a blowjob. I need the real 
stuff.” The sisters felt terrible. Jacob always put on a brave front at home, but they knew life wasn’t easy 
for him. That’s why he had enrolled in these trials. Had they known this hospital was so ill-equipped, 
they could have found a way to roll his heavy penile pump with them somehow.  
 
“This is real bad. I feel like my balls are going to explode. I… don’t want to die here.” 
 
Woah, when Jacob dropped the D word, Faith and Hope dropped their pity for panic and sprang into 
action.  
 
“I’m going to get help!” Faith shouted, but Jacob stopped her. “They’re all too busy. My light is ON; they 
know I’m in pain and they’re not helping. I know this is too much to ask…” his face contorted, and he 
continued while punctuating his speech with grunts and hisses of pain: “I’ve never asked you for help 
before and I wouldn’t ask unless... I would really appreciate if one or both of you could help me out… 
with the real stuff. 
 
“What do you mean, Jacob? Like a medication?” Hope asked. 
 
“No, like…” He hinted at penetration with a lewd finger gesture and though it took a few seconds, both 
his sisters’ jaws dropped at the same time as they figured out what he meant.   
 
“This is crazy!” Faith ran to the nurse in the corner but came back after failing to get June’s attention 
away from the cock she was desperately trying to milk.  
 
“I told you. There’s no time to wait for her,” Jacob insisted. 
 
The two girls stayed paralyzed for a few seconds before another round of painful wails from their 
brother broke through their stupor. Faith saw an obvious solution and hesitantly put it forward: “Hope, 
do you think you could help him out?” 
 
“ME!?” said Hope, outraged. 
 
“I mean… you have sex like all the time. You were having sex this morning and I had to get changed in 
the bathroom,” said Faith.  
 
“Exactly, I have a boyfriend, you don’t. Maybe having sex would do you some good,” said Hope.  

“Maybe I would have a boyfriend if I could invite him to my room sometimes,” said Faith. 



“Oh yeah, sure. Keep telling yourself that. You’ve never been kissed before because I sometimes have a 

guy over,” said Hope. 

“When you say sometimes, do you mean there’s sometimes only one guy over?” said Faith. 

Jacob tried to defuse the situation: “Please don’t fight; this is all my fault. I’m so sorry.” It sort of 

worked. 

“Anyway,” said Hope, “do whatever you want; I’m going to go get help.” 

“But that was my… (she was already gone) …idea,” said Faith.  

 

“She’s not going to find anyone; they’re all too busy. My sperm ducts are going to rupture any second. 

This is really bad. I’m begging you, sis. The nurse does it all the time, it’s not a big deal.”  

‘I’m sorry,’ Faith mouthed, having lost her voice at the same time as her courage. She spun around but 

struggled to take the first step towards the exit. It was that goddamn conscience of hers. The same 

virtue that made her such a good girl. A lonely girl... She heard her mom’s voice in her head: ‘Why can’t 

you be more like your sister?’ Hope was usually on the receiving end of that sermon but this time it 

applied to her. 

“They say it’s dangerous to let your pain go higher than a 5. I’ve been at an 11 for so long now. I’m 

scared, Faith,” her brother continued his plea. 

“The nurse that does that with you all the time,” Faith asked, “is she… is she like OK after… like down 

there?” 

“Yeah, I mean, I don’t want to brag but she seems to love it. I want to stop hurting but I don’t want to 

hurt you. If it hurts for more than a second, we’ll stop,” Jacob said. 

“And if it works and you’re about to… go. You won’t do it inside, right? You’ll warn me?” Faith asked.  

“Yeah, of course,” replied Jacob whose excitement was starting to have a miraculous effect on his pain. 

 

Without the unflattering dress pants, Faith’s uniform looked more like a slutty flight attendant 

Halloween costume. Her long legs met up with a pair of pale, perfectly round buns, too bubbly to be 

fully contained by the back of her shirt no matter how hard she tugged on it. She could not climb onto 

the bed and successfully hide her virgin slit and the light peach fuzz above it. Her brother’s… penis (it felt 

like calling it that did not convey its enormity enough) had engorged out of the folds of his gown. 

Glistening with precum trails, it tested Faith’s resolve one final time. 

She had seen his ‘thing’ before, obviously. Living under the same roof, there were occasional slip-ups, 
the latest being the time she thought she heard him say “come in” but, when she did, he was facing the 
door, his exposed cock swinging between his knees. She probably would not be here today, certainly not 
standing on a hospital bed trying to line up her vestibule to a swelling giant sausage, if she knew Jacob 
did indeed say ‘come in’ and not ‘don't come in’ as he claimed after-the-fact.  



His actions did not come from malice; he was just a lonely, horny, sexually frustrated young man who 
had to listen to his little sister's moans through the wall every night. He kind of wished Hope was the 
one getting ready to mount him but, really, Faith would do just fine. Under her dorky clothes, he knew 
she had the same voluminous, pointy, teardrop breasts, which he had seen her jiggle hundreds of times 
as she soaped them up in the shower. The shaving cream bottle that was really a camera sitting on the 
shampoo rack for years was not his proudest purchase, but he morally justified it because his ‘special 
needs’ required more and better yanking material than normal men. He got two new motion-activated, 
high definition videos transferred straight to his phone practically every day.  
 
“It’ll be fine, Faith. Just the tip.” 

Almost equaling the fear of getting split in half was the embarrassment of knowing all male eyes in the 

room were pointed up her micro-skirt. Her dry, closed-lips pussy soaked itself in the precum bubbling 

out of the slightly curved, vertical slab of meat. It felt more malleable and spongy than she imagined but 

you might think that of a roll pillow and still not want to push it down your ear canal (just so you know 

how Faith felt at that moment). If her hands weren’t busy trying to simultaneously hide her lower 

buttcrack and vulva, she might have had a chance to grab on to something when Jacob accidentally 

pulled on his bed covers, causing her to suddenly put all of her weight on the slippery, rounded seat. The 

poor girl’s hymen never saw it coming. 

 

Hope burst back into the room, successful in her mission. Even the busty redhead nurse behind her was 

surprised by the scene: a beautiful young girl, eyes and mouth wide opened, doing an impromptu 

Lamaze breathing session while slowly sinking down on the thickest cock Hope had ever seen and the 

fifth thickest cock Molly, the nurse, had ever seen. Faith would have used her legs to stay afloat, but 

Jacob had them pinned between his arms. There was nothing she could do other than to feel the space 

under her with her hands hoping to soon touch a mattress. She would have reached her brother’s thighs 

if she kept at it for a few more seconds but chose to raise her hands instead to try and stop her brother 

from finishing unbuttoning her shirts when she realized what was happening. Too much of her strength 

had left her and Jacob easily got the waistcoat opened, then the shirt, then the bra and after sliding it all 

down her shoulders, only her necktie kept her from being fully nude and her hands got tied up in a knot 

of fabric behind her back. Her nipples, making their first public appearance, hardened from the kiss of 

the air conditioning’s breeze.  

Like reaching for the holy grail, Jacob cupped the firm melons and felt their impressive weight. He 

couldn’t stop himself from pushing them together in one big lump of soft flesh and wringing it like a 

stress ball. ‘Jake, ouch, not so rough.’ Faith thought she had lost her fucking mind at that moment: was 

the tightness of her brother’s grip on her breasts really the underlying issue here? 

The shock of a powerful spurt against her squashed cervix made Faith gasp. Jacob had failed to warn 

her, as promised, of his impending precocious orgasm and his 8cm-wide yogurt hose was lubricating and 

permeating the virgin canal, facilitating his sister’s descent into madness. Suddenly, the gate of her 

womb gave in and let her drop down the remaining 20 cm of dick in a splash on the overflow of seed 

that was flooding the deepest regions of her reproductive system. All Faith could do was whimper and 

pout and wait for the flood to subside, so she could then go home and book a therapist. 

 



“So, are we good here?” Molly asked. 

Hope was still in awe and didn’t want the nurse to leave her alone with this crazy situation. “Is there 

something we can do to help?” This was the kind of ‘we’ that really implied ‘you’. 

“Have you ever performed adjacent cavity stimulation?” Molly asked. 

“Err no,” said Hope. 

Molly walked behind the impaled Faith whose arms had wrestled away the accidental restrains but had 

little strength left in them.  

“You put your fingers together like this and insert them as far as you can into the rectum.” Rubbing on 

the twitching balls still emptying their load, Molly wriggled the nose of her hand-snake past the tightly 

squeezed anus. 

“What are you doing to my butt?” Faith asked in a faint voice.  

Molly ignored her and pushed on to the elbow at a steady pace, only slowing down at the most difficult 

spots: the third knuckles and the thickest area of her skinny forearm. “Arrrrg!” “Mmmmmph!” Faith 

wasn’t putting up much of a fight, but her whining from the additional discomfort sure had intensified. 

“Hey, blondie, are you watching? I’m doing this for you. Slide your arm along mine, I’ll show you what to 

do in there.” 

Hope was already regretting opening her big mouth earlier. She respected the heck out of her sister’s 

sacrifice but wished she had the apathy required to wait it out by the coffee machine in the hallway. 

“Shouldn’t I be wearing gloves or something?” Hope asked. 

“I’m told that if we used disposable gloves in this Ward, we would go through a hundred boxes a day 

and that is not in the budget,” Molly said. 

“Have you been working as a nurse long?” Hope tried to make small talk as she was peeling back the 

tight rim of her sister’s anal sphincter with her open hand sliding against the soft skin of the Irish beauty. 

“5 hours and 30 minutes,” she said, making It sound like dry humor. 

Faith, who now had two entire forearms up her butt was groaning louder than ever.  
 
“You feel that bump here?” The passage was extremely tight, and both girl’s wrists were bent to follow 
the large intestine’s curvature. Hope was prodding around on her side, bumping elbows with the nurse 
and trying to feel what she meant. Molly grabbed her fingers with her own and twisted them around, 
forcing Hope to adjust her shoulder’s angle and successfully find the bump.  
 
“That’s the patient’s penis. You want to push against the membrane of the transverse colon until you 
can wrap your fingers around it. Do the left side, I’ll do the right.”  
 
Faith didn’t make it easy for them, squirming around, moaning, until Jacob started acting like a 
mechanical bull, bouncing his sister on his crotch with wet slaps and boob jiggles. She was much more 
docile from that point on. 
 



“I’m not touching your fingers on the other side. Are you pushing enough? Don’t be afraid, it’s quite 
malleable,” Molly said. 
 
Hope put her trust in this healthcare professional and her five and a half hours of experience and dug 
her fingers around the bump until her middle finger met a pointy brother behind 4 different 
membranes.  
 
“Now, the most important part is squeezing the shaft but if you can manage to rub it a bit, that makes a 
big difference.” Molly wasn’t wrong, the pressure and movement had a big impact on Jacob’s pleasure 
who claimed he was going to cum again soon. 
 
“I can’t stay here all day, just use both your arms,” Molly said, extracting her own arm from her side of 
the ass. 
 
 
Faith, still being bounced like a rag doll, looked around the blurry, jumping room. Following Molly’s exit, 
Abigail’s earlier request for help had started to trickle in. There was at least a nurse at every bed, and 
more breaching the curtains at a steady pace. The room was lively with chatter, male moans and 
occasional laughter. It had become an absurdity for Faith to continue being womb-busted and ass-
stretched with so many specialists now available to help. But her brother was unrelenting. Their 
neighbor had a hand up the shirt of the nurse taking his pressure while a female orderly was blindly 
giving a sponge bath with her dislocated jaw around his cock and her face in his pubic hair.  Faith then 
looked down and saw the parts of her uniform top wrapped around the base of the cock she was 
anchored on. They had absorbed enough leaking cum to be wet rags. It dawned on her that the stupid 
name tag must have been what was pricking her taint for the past 20 minutes.  
 
“Jacob’s almost done, Fay. You’re doing great.”  Was that Hope behind her? It felt like this wasn’t the 
first time she heard her say that, but couldn’t trust her mind right now. 
 
The grip on her tits tightened and the floodgates opened once more. Jacob had never in his life cum 
thrice in such a short span of time. Hope’s fingers dancing on his shaft and the pressure of her warm 
palms rubbing his dick as it moved inside his full-bosomed fleshlight was a big help.  
 
“Can I go home now?” Faith asked once her tummy stopped expanding. 
 
“Just one more, OK? I don’t want to have to tell mom that Hope was willing to keep helping but you 
weren’t. Let’s get you on your back. No offense, but you’re not very good at this sex thing.” Faith didn’t 
know what her brother had in mind but laying down sounded like heaven for her aching back right 
about now. 
 
Hope pulled out her arms one by one to allow Faith to move and was at ground zero when Jacob’s 
softening penis popped out of the pressurized box. Being gushed on with the flow of a garden hose, 
Hope’s top instantly became a sticky, translucent wet t-shirt. She had the quick instincts of shielding 
herself with Faith’s handy uniform, which absorbed whatever it could with the few dry fibers it had left. 
Hope winced in disgust as the layer of cum all over the bare area below her neck funneled down 
between her tits.  
 



Jacob moved up a little to avoid the wet patch. His mattress would get changed before the end of the 
day; this wasn’t his first accident. He easily flipped his sister butter side up and tried to find a good 
position behind her.  
 
“You don’t mind if we switch, Hope?” he asked. The assistant twin’s knees started shaking and her 
nipples hardened under her cum-soaked shirt.  The answer would be ‘no’, that was for sure. But could 
she live with herself knowing she left her sister out to dry like that? As thoughts kept racing, her 
brother’s voice came to her again as from a great distance: “Hope? Hope you don’t mind if we switch 
holes?”   
 
Ohhh, switch holes. Yeah, that was fine. Quick check: her conscience was cool with it, too.  
 
This frog position on the bed was more challenging for Hope. There was a giant ball-sack in the way, the 
pussy’s insides were lined with thick cum, and her brother’s asshole was way too close to her face for 
comfort. But when Faith’s arm-trained ass started getting pounded hard from behind, Hope felt pretty 
good about her role after all. Her face and shirt were still getting old cum squirts from the vagina 
wrapped around her arms; there was still plenty of it deep in there.  
 
Visiting hours were from 14:00 to 20:30 and they stayed overtime. Hope promised Jacob they would 
come back. She said it in a ‘see you later’ kind of way but she kicked herself remembering that their 
mom would probably force them to honor that promise. Faith, for once, shared the public stares in 
almost equal parts on the bus ride home in their cum-drenched clothes. Hope threw out that top as 
soon as they made it to their room but Faith had to keep the uniform, technically work property. The 
stains and smell never fully washed off. She wore more disposable clothes for her visit the next day. 

 

 

 


